Oman
Graduate application process

1. Apply through Petrojobs
   Use our degree matcher to search for opportunities that match your skillset. To apply, please visit www.petrojobs.om

2. Online application form
   Complete the detailed online application form and submit your resume or CV.

3. Online numerical and verbal tests
   You will be invited to complete two tests which will check your numerical and verbal reasoning.

4. Personal competency based interview
   You’ll be invited to complete a personal interview. We use a series of competency based questions that focus on your personal experiences and how you align with BP’s values and behaviours. This can be done over the phone, online or in person.

5. Technical interview
   Up next is the technical interview. You will be asked scenario based questions specific to the role by individuals from the discipline. This will be done in person, over the phone or online.

6. Assessment centre
   You will be attending one of our assessment centres where you will participate in group and individual activities. The exercises will be relevant to the industry and some may be specific to the role you have applied for.

7. Feedback
   Whether you are successful or not, an important part of the application process is that we provide you constructive feedback following your interviews.

8. Offer
   And, if you are successful you will receive an offer to join the programme. Don’t forget to stay in touch after your accept the offer.